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the split type-(D) reflections are probably connected with ionger-range
Si/Al and Ca/Na order with the resultant presence of domains. Refer-
ence is made here to the electron-microscope photograph published by
Baier and Pense (1957) of a replica of a face ground on labradorite in
which evenly spaced iinear traces of separation 0.3 pr (about 250 unit
cells) are seen. The nature of these lamellae and the effect of heat treat-
ment on them is being studied.
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The polar organic l iquids which are most commonly employed to dem-
onstrate the expandable nature of montmoril lonite units are ethylene
glycol and glycerol (Bradley, 1945; MacEwan, 1948). Heretofore, it has
been generally assumed that these two organic l iquids exhibit nearly the
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same abil ity to solvate materials which have an expandable nature. That
this supposition is incorrect has recently been revealed during the course
of a study of montmorii lonites (Tettenhorst , 1957).

A series of pure, dioctahedral montmoril lonite samples have been an-
alyzed in an attempt to explain the nature of the variations in properties
from sampie to sample. As a part of this study, three separate portions of
8 samples were made homoionic with Li+, Zn++, and K+. Upon heating to
200o 300o C, some of the montmoril lonite Iayers of each sample collapsed
to mica-like or pyrophyllite-like dimensions. It is significant that the ex-
tent of the irreversibil i ty of the collapse depends on the solvating agent
which was employed to demonstrate the reexpandabil ity.

In order to demonstrate the expandable character of those units not
affected by the above treatments, parallel investigations involving solva-
tion with water, glycerol and ethylene glycol were employed. In every in-
stance, ethylene glycol reexpanded more layers than glycerol, and glyc-

eroi reexpanded more layers than water, after l i thium, zinc, or potassium

saturation and heat treatment. This was true whether or not these solvat-
ing agents were applied to the oriented clay slides as a liquid at room
temperature or by the vapor pressure method (Brunton, 1955). This dif-
ference in behavior leads to the conclusion that these polar substances
actually differ in their ability to reexpand montmorillonite layers which
have been artificially modified. Estimates of the percentage of the re-

expandable units following cation saturation, heat treatment, and solva-
tion are tabulated in Table 1 for 8 different montmoril lonites.

Prior to cation saturation, all of the montmoril lonite layers of each

sample expanded with water, glycerol, and ethylene glycol. It is apparent

Tlsr,B 1 Rn'nxr,.q.xstoN or MoNtltonr,LoNrrEs For.r,owrNc Ca'rroN

S-a.runerron eNo Heer Tnperuoxr ro 200 300' C.

Sam-
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No.
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Water Glycerol Glycol

0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

Glycerol Glycol Water Glycerol Glycol

0 70 100
0 80 100
0 70 100
0 70 100
0 80 100
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10
10
5
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25
5
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0 5 5 9 0
0 5 0 8 5
0 50 75
0 5 5 8 5
0 80 100
0 3 5 s 0
0 85 100
0 5 0 6 5

Numbers represent /6 units expanded. nd: not determined.
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from Table 1 that differences in the effect of lithium, zinc, and potassium
treatments on the individual units within a montmoril lonite are least
apparent after solvation with ethylene glycol. For example, consider
montmoril lonite number 5 which has been potassium saturated and
heated to 300o C. Solvation with water following treatment indicates
that the montmoril lonite has been modified in some manner, since, unlike
the natural material, it does not reexpand in water. On the other hand,
ethylene glycol solvation would have suggested that treatment had not
affected the expandability, since all of the layers expanded completely
like the natural material. Glycerol treatment, however, is more revealing,
and indicates the presence of two kinds of layers (with respect to reex-
pandabil ity) f ollowing treatment.

It is not our intention to discuss the manner in which certain mont-
moril lonite layers have been difierentially modified. Greene-Kelly (1953)
and others have dealt with this matter. We only wish to emphasize that
glycerol appears in these instances to be a better agent than ethylene
glycol in revealing differences between silicate layers in a montmoril-
lonite. This is particularly important in light of recently adopted practice
(Weaver, 1958) in which glycol is used following potassium treatment to
reveal differences in expanding characteristics and therefore, to dis-
tinguish between stripped micas and montmorillonites. It is likely that
other polar organic liquids may be found which are even more selective
than glycerol. The interpretation of the significance of the expandability
of clays may be meaningless unless the character of the solvating agent
is also taken into consideration.

It is apparent that further study of the mechanism of clay-organic
complex formation is necessary. The fact that certain solvating agents
are preferentially adsorbed by montmorillonite Iayers must be related to
the structure of the organic molecule and ils configuration when in con-
tact  wi th the c lay sur face.
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